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MATHEMATICS 
ON ALGEBRAIC INDEPENDENCE IN DIFFERENTIAL RINGS 
BY 
F. KUIPER 
(Conununicated by Prof. J. PoPKEN at the meeting of November 30, 1963) 
l. We consider a so-called valued differential field F (compare e.g. 
KAPLANSKY [2]); this is a field F with the following three properties 
A, Band C: . 
A) There exists for all elements a, b, c, ... ofF a formal differentiation, 
i.e. there exists a mapping a -+ a' of F into itself such that 
(a+b)' =a' +b', (ab)' = ab' +a'b. 
It follows easily, if e denotes the identity-element ofF, that 0' =0, e' =0, 
(b-1)'= -b'b-2 and (afb)'=(a'b-ab')fb2. 
Moreover, if a', a"= (a')', ... , a<n> = (a<n-1>)', ... are the successive deriva-
tives of a, then 
B) F has a non-Archimedean valuation. If a is an arbitrary element 
ofF, then lal will denote its valuation, so that a) 101=0, lai>Ofor a#O, 
b) jabl = lalibi and c) ja+bl <;max (lal, jbj). It is well-known that it 
follows la+bl =max (lal, ibi), provided lal # ibl. Moreover lei= l. We 
always suppose that this valuation is not the trivial valuation. 
C) Further we require, following KoLCHIN [3], that there exist 
positive numbers £X and {J such that 
(1} £Xial < Ia' I <fJial for every a E F with lal < l. 
F is then called a valued differential field. The elements £X . and {J are 
called, respectively, lower and upper bounds of the valued differential 
field F. 
An example of such a field is given by the set F 0 of all formal power 
series 
where r denotes an arbitrary integer and where the coefficients a11 are 
taken from a field K of characteristic zero. Fo admits, as is well-known, 
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the following non-Archimedean valuation 
!AI = o for A= o, !AI = e-r if ar =1= o. 
00 00 
We define A'= ~ eaQx'l- 1 as the derivative of A = ~ aQx'l. 
Q~r Q~r 
One easily verifies that also the conditions A) and C) are satisfied 
for F 0 • In this case the lower and upper bounds <X and {J may both be 
put equal to the number e. 
In an earlier paper KuiPER and PoPKEN [4] developed a method to 
find in an effective way a set of "Von Neumann-numbers", i.e. a set 
of real numbers with the power of the continuum and such that n 
arbitrarily chosen numbers from this set are always algebraically inde-
pendent over the rationals. 
The same method could even be applied to a much more general 
problem, where instead of the real numbers elements of a complete 
valued field were taken, in which a certain sub-ring R played the part 
of the ring of integers in the field of real numbers. 
It is the purpose of this paper to generalize this result even more. 
Here we consider a differential field F as introduced before. In section 4 
we give a method to find elements A1, A2, ... ,An of F such that 
these elements together with all their derivatives A 1<T>, A 2<T>, ••• , An<T> 
(-r=O, 1, 2, ... ) are algebraically independent over a certain sub-ring R 
of F. For this main result we refer the reader to section 4. 
The scope of this generalization might become clearer if we cite at 
this point already an application of our main theorem to the special 
case of the field F o of formal power series over K. 
Theorem 1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let U1, u2, ... , Un 
denote positive numbers such that u1>u2> ... >un. Let cpm(u) (m=1, 2, ... ) 
be functions of the variable u > 0 with functional values in K such that 
cpm(u)=/=0 for all m = 1, 2, ... , u;:.O. Let t be an arbitrary integer> 0. 
Consider the n power series 
oo m [ u] A.= ~ ipm(u.) xm - m • 
m~l 
(v = 1, 2, ... , n). 
Then A1, ... , A1 <t>, •.• , An, ... , An <t> are algebraically independent over the 
ring of all polynomials in x over x: 
Before stating the main result we let precede several lemmas. One of 
the most important is a lemma we already used in KuiPER and PoPKEN [ 4 ], 
namely the following 
Lemma 1. Let m be a ring with identity-element and let R be 
any sub-ring containing the identity-element. Then the elements U1, u2, ••• , Un 
ofm are algebraically independent over Rifandonlyifeachuk, k== 1,2, ... ,n, 
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is transcendental over R[u1, u2, ... , Uk-d i.e. the ring generated from R 
by U1, u2, ... , Uk-1 (compare e.g. JACOBSON [1], p. 105, lemma). 
2. In the following we shall use the lemmas 2, 3 and 4, all due to 
KoLCHIN [3], p. 240 and 241. For the convenience of the reader we give 
here also the proofs. 
Lemma 2. If F is a valued differential field with lower bound IX 
and upper bound fJ, then the second inequality in ( 1) holds for every 
a E F, and the first inequality in (1) holds for every a E F with Ia! i= 1 
(KoLCHIN [3], p. 240, lemma 1). 
Proof. If Ia! < 1 then (1) holds by definition. If Ia! > 1 then ai= 0 
I
a' I I (a-1)'1 (a-1)' -a'a-2 a' 
and la-11 < 1; since - = --1- , on account of - 1- = 1 =--, 
. a a- a- a- a 
again ( 1) holds. 
It remains to prove the second part of (1) if lal = 1. 
:Fy hypothesis there exists a non-zero element bE F with lbl i= 1, 
lb'l Ia' b'l l(ab)'l la'l lb'l whence labl i= 1. Now b <. fJ and +  = (if) <.fJ; if a <. b then 
obviously ~~~<.fJ, whereas if~~~>~~~ then ~~l=li~ +~l<fl· 
Corollary. Hypothesis as in lemma 2, let n be a positive integer. 
Then la<n>l<flnlal for every a E F and la<n>I;;_;,.,IXnlal for every a E F with 
lal > 1 and lal >IX-<n-1> (KoLCHIN [3], p. 240, corollary 1). 
Proof. By mathematical induction with respect to n. 
If (a1, ... , an) is a finite sequence of elements of a differential ring 
with identity-element, we denote the wronskian det (aJ<i-1l), i = 1, 2, ... , n; 
j=1, 2, ... , n, by W(ab ... , an)· The wronskian equals a1 if n=l. If n>O 
and we expand the determinant by the minors of the last row, we obtain 
the formula 
" (2) L ( -1)n+i a/n-1> W(ab ... , ai-b aJ+l, ... , an)= W(a1, ... , an)· 
;=1 
Applying the same device to the determinant, obtained on replacing 
the last row by one of the other rows, we obtain the formula 
" (3) ! ( -1)n+i at<il W(a1, ... , af-1, aJ+l, ... , an) = 0 (i=O, 1, ... , n-2). 
;=1 
Lemma 3. If b, a1, ... , an are elements of a differential field, then 
W(ba1, ... , ban)=bn W(at, ... , an) (KOLCHIN [3], p. 241, lemma 2). 
Proof. If n= 1 this is obvious. Let n > 1 and suppose the result 
already proved for lower values of n. Then, by (2) and (3}, 
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" W(ba1, ... ,ban)= ~ ( -l)n+i (baJ)<n-1> W(ba1, ... , bai-b baJ+b ... ,ban) 
i-1 
= i ( -l)n+/':f (n ~ 1) b<n-1-i) a/il bn-1 W(ab ... , aJ-b aJ+b ... ,an) 
i-1 i-0 ~ 
= bn-1 :~ ( n ~ l) b<n-1-i) itl ( -l)n+J ai<i> W(ab ... , aj-1, aj+l, ... , an) 
= bn-1 b W(a1, ... ,an)= bn W(ab ... ,an). 
Lemma 4. Let a1, ... ,an be elements of a valued differential field 
with lower bound ex and upper bound (3. Then 
a) !W(ab ... ,an) I ,;:;,(Jtn(n-1> !a1 ... anl 
h) !W(a1, ... , an)l::;;.cxln(n-1> !a1 ... anl if !aJic;J,Ia11 {j=2, 3, ... , n) 
(KOLCHIN [3], p. 241, ]emma 3). 
Proof. The lemma is obvious if n = l, and also if a1 = 0 for some j. 
Let n > l and a1 #- 0 for every j, and suppose the lemma already proved 
for lower values of n. By lemma 3 and using e' = e" = ... = e<n-1) = 0 
W(a1, ... ,an)= a1n w( e, ::, ... , :;) = a1n w( (::)', ... , (:;)'). 
Then, by lemma 2, 
lW(ab ... , an)l,;:;, la1ln (J!<n-1)(n-2) 1(::)' ... (::)'1 
,;:;, la1ln pt<n-1)(n-2) {31::1··· {31::1 = (Jln(n-1) la1 ... anl, 
which proves the inequality a). 
Also, under the condition of part b), on account of lemma 3 and 2 
lW(ab ... , an)l > !a1!n cx!(n-1)(n-2) 1(::)' ··· (::)'1 
:;;;, !a11n cxHn-1)(n-2) cxl::l··· cxl::l 
= cx!n(n-1) la1 ... ani· 
3. We require moreover 
D) The valued differential field F is complete with respect to its 
valuation. We then have the following simple lemma 
Lemma 5. If the series a0 +a1 +a2+ ... ,consisting of elements from 
F, is convergent with sum 8, then the series ao' +a1' +a2' + ... is con-
vergent with sum 8'. 
Proof. 8 E F, as F is complete. Put 8n=ao+a1 + ... +an, then 
Sn E F and, on account of the convergence, for e>O 
Js-snl <e (n>no(e)). 
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Now 8n1 = ao' +at'+ ... +an' with 8n1 E F. Applying lemma 2, we 
obtain for the derivative s' E F of 8 
!s'-sn'l = l(8-8n}'l < tJis-snl < tJe, 
so a0' +at' + G-2' + . . . is convergent with sum s'. 
Remark. If the valued differential field F is not yet complete with 
respect to its valuation, we can make F complete by m~ans of the well-
known Cantor-method (compare e.g. VAN DER WAERDEN [5], § 68). 
Then, for the complete field QF, each fundamental sequence from !JF 
has a limit in !JF. We shall prove: !JF is again a differential field. 
Quite similar to the proof of lemma 5 we can show: if {an} is a funda-
mental sequence in F with A = lim an, where A E !JF, then a] so {an'} 
ft-+00 
is a fundamental sequence. Now we introduce A' def lim an', where A' 
is an element of !JF depending on A, but, as one easily sees, not on the 
choice of the sequence ao, at, . . . . Let in the same way B = lim bn for 
ft-+00 
a fundamental sequence { bn} of F and B' dec lim b,/, where B' is an 
ft-+00 
element of !JF depending on B and not on the choice of the sequence 
bo, bt, .... 
We have to show that !JF has the properties A, B and C. 
Ad A: 
1° (A+ B)'= {lim (an +bn))' def lim (an +bn)' =lim an'+ lim bn' def A'+ B'; 
ft-+00 ft-+00 
=lim an lim bn' + lim an' lim bn def AB' +A' B. 
Ad B: 
It is well-known that !JF has a valuation, namely if for any A E !JF 
we define !AI as lim !ani· 
ft-+00 
Ad C: 
We have !AI= lim !ani, iA'i =lim ian' I· Since Ia~' I <Plan!, we have 
ft.-f-00 ft."""+OO 
lA' I <PIAl and, if !AI =I= 1, clearly !ani =I= 1 for n;>no, hence ~XIanl <ian'!, 
which implies ~X!Ai < IA'i· 
4. For our purpose we need also that the valued field F moreover has 
the property 
E) There exists in F a sub-ring R containing the identity-element 
ofF, such that each non-zero element of R has value > 1, and that there 
exists at least one element a of R with Ia! > 1. 
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The field F 0 of all formal power series L aexfl, introduced before, has 
e-r 
all the properties A through E: it is complete with respect to its valuation, 
introduced in section 1, and for the sub-ring R we can take the set of 
all polynomials in x-1. Moreover it is of characteristic zero, since the 
coefficients ae of the power series are contained in a field of characteristic 
zero by hypothesis. 
Our main result is the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let the valued differential field F and its sub-ring R 
satisfy the conditions A, B, C, D and E. Let F be of characteristic zero. 
Let n and t denote arbitrary positive integers, let 
A = ~ a.m 
• m~o flo{h .. · flm (v= 1, 2, ... , n), 
where avm, flm denote non-vanishing elements of the sub-ring R with lflml -+ = 
if m-+ =· Moreover let for m-+ = 
lanml = o(lan-l,ml), lan-I,ml = o(lan-2,ml), ... , la2ml = o(lalml) 
la1ml = O(lbm-11), where bm = flofl1 ... flm, 
log lbm-11 = o (log lbml) 
(i.e. these are essentially the same conditions as in the main theorem 
of KuiPER and PoPKEN [4]). 
Then Ar, A1', ... , A1 <t>, A2, A2', ... , A2<t>, ... , An, An', ... , An <t> are alge-
braically independent over R 1 ). 
5. Lemma 6. Let the valued differential field F and its sub-ring R 
satisfy the conditions A, B, C, D and E. Let n and t denote arbitrary 
positive integers, let 
A = ~ avm 
• m~o fJofJ1 .. · flm _(v = 1, 2, ... , n), 
where a,m, flm are non-vanishing elements of the sub-ring R with lflml-+ = 
if m-+ =· 
Moreover let for m -+ = 
(4) 
Let 
l lavml = o(laiml) for v = 2, 3, ... , n la1ml = O(lbm-11), where bm = flofl1 ... flm, 
log lbm-11 = o (log lbml). 
f(xiO, xu, ... , XIt, X2o, X21, ... , X2t, ... , Xno, Xnr, ... , Xnt) = L C(a) x~~ ... x~j' 
(h) 
1) From the conditions it is easily seen that the terms fJ fJ avm fJ tend to 
0 1 ... m 
zero if m -+ oo so that the series for A. given above converge. 
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denote an arbitrarily chosen polynomial over R in the indeterminates 
XIO, Xn, •.. , Xlt, X20, X21, • .• , X2t, · · ·, Xno, Xnl, · ·., Xnt· 
Let -r be chosen arbitrarily in the sequence 0, 1, ... , t. 
Then the two relations 
(5) ) 
f(Al, A1', ... , A1<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<t>) = 0 
"of (A1, A1', ... , A1<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<t>) =I= 0 
uXlT 
cannot be satisfied simultaneously. 
00 
Proof. Since A.= L ~m, we have by lemma 5 clearly 
m-o m 
(7: = 1, 2, ... , t). 
Let us suppose that there exists a polynomial 
f(XIO, Xu, ... ' Xlt, ... ' Xno, Xnl, ... ' Xnt) 
over R satisfying both relations (5). 
We shall reach a contradiction by applying Taylor's formula in the 
form as used in KUIPER and POPKEN [4], section 2. Let k denote a positive 
integer, later to be chosen arbitrarily large. Let 
so that 
(v = 1, 2, ... , n; 7: = 0, 1, ... , t). 
Applying Taylor's formula and using 
f(Al, A1', ... , A1<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<t>) = 0, 
we obtain 
f(Blk, B;k, ... , Bi%, ... , Bnk, B~k, ... , B~l) 
t 
= L vi~fl .. (A~, Al', ... , Al<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<t>) 
T-0 (6) t 
+ ... + L v~fn..(A~, Al', ... , Al<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<t>) 
T-0 
+terms of degree > 2 in the v~~'s, 
where 
of 
f ... = bx 
VT 
(v = 1, 2, ... , n;.,; = 0, 1, ... , t), 
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or 
where 
t 
-Bk= L vh~f2AA1,A1', ... ,A1<t>, ... ,An, An', ... ,An<t>) 
T-0 
t 
+ ... +LV~~ f .. AAb A1', ... , A1<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<tl) 
T-0 
+ terms of degree > 2 in the v~J} 's. 
From the definition of v.k one obtains 
hence, by ( 4), 
or 
(7) Vvk =- ~: + O(Jbkj-2) if k-+ 00 
It follows therefore from (4) 
(v = l, 2, ... , n). 
(8) lvvk-+0 if k-+oo (v=l, 2, ... ,n) Jv.~rJ = o(Jvlkl)-if k-+ oo (v=2, 3, ... , n) 
Vvk #- 0 (v-1, 2, ... , n) for k;>ko. 
Moreover, according to the corollary of lemma 2, we have 
(9) (v= l, 2, ... , n; -r=O, l, ... , t). 
Let Pk be the sum of the terms of degree > 2 in the v~~'s in (6) and let 
I 
Q def "' (T) f (A A ' A (t) A A ' A (tl) k = £., V2k 2T !, 1 > • • • > 1 > • • • > n, n > • • • > n 
T-0 
t 
+ ... + L v;;-U .. T(A1, A1', ... , A1<t>, ... ,An, An', ... , An<tl), 
T-0 
then we derive from (8) and (9) 
JPkl = O(Jvlkj2) =o(Jvlkj) if k-+ oo 
7 Series A 
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and 
iQki = 0( max jv.kl) = o(lv1kl) tf k -+ oo. 
J'-=2t····" 
Now, by the definition of e~c, 
hence 
(10) 
From (6a) we have the following system of t+ 1 linear equations for 
/to, fn, · .. , /H: 
(11) 
f( Blk, ... , B~1~, ... , B,.k, ... , B~,) 
t 
= ! v~ /1 .. (A1 , ••• , A~tl, ... , A,., ... , A~>)- ek 
T=O 
f(Bu+t• ... , B~!Ht> ... , B,..k+l• ... , B~!k+1 ) 
t 
= ! v~~k+t /1 .. (Av .•. , A~t>, ... ,A,., ... , A~>)- eH1 
T-0 
f(Bu+t• ... , B~'!~c+t• ... , B,..k+t• ... , B~!k+t) 
t 
- "" (T) I (A A(l) A A<tl) 
- k vl,k+t lT v ... , 1 ' ... , ,., ... , ,. - ek+t· 
T-0 
Using (10) we have here 
lek+Ji = o(ivl,k+iD if k -+ oo (j = 0, 1, ... , t). 
Now assume the t+ 1 left-hand sides of (11) to vanish simultaneously, 
then we shall"reach a contradiction if k is sufficiently large. Solving (11) for 
(-r = 0, 1, ... , t), 
we find then by Cramer's rule 
vlk v;k ... v~1-t> ek v~1H> ... v~~ 
vuH v~.k+l · · · vt;; .. t?t ekH v~~U>1 · · · vi1!~c+t 
(12) ft .. =--'------...:.....-------~-'-
where W(vu, vl,k+l• ... , vl,k+t) denotes the wronskian ofvu, vl,k+b ... , Vl,k+h 
provided that this last expression does not vanish. 
In order to prove that this last condition is satisfied for sufficiently 
large k, we first remark that vu, vl,k+l, ... , v1,1c+t do not vanish because 
of (8). Moreover we derive from (7) and (4) on account of !a1ml > 1 for 
j= 1, 2, ... , t 
lv1,k+il 
lv1,k+J-11 
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1- a1,k+J + O(ibk+JI-2) I bk+j 
It follows for sufficiently large k 
jv1, k+il =I= 1 
jvul (j = 1, 2, ... , t), 
hence, applying lemma 4, part b), with vu, v1,k+b ... , v1,k+t instead of 
a1, a2, ... , an, 
(13) I W(v1k, v1,k+l, ... , v1,k+t)l > .xit<t+l>jvu v1,k+1 ... v1,k+tl > 0. 
Working out the determinant of (12), using formula (9), we find as an 
upperbound of its valuation 
max (iek+il· (Jlt<t+1)-T ·iVlk ··· VI,k+J-1 VI,k+J+l ••• V1,k+ti), 
i=0,1, ...• e 
hence we obtain from (12) and (13) 
( (JH<t+1)-T lek+il ) 1!1-rl <i~~:.e .xl*<tH> lv1,k+il ' 
therefore /1-r -+ 0· if k -+ =, by (10). 
Hence, since the /1-r are independent of k, we have 
fw = fu = ... = /It = 0. 
This contradicts (5), so the left-hand sides of (ll) cannot vanish simul-
taneously for sufficiently large k. 
Therefore we may assume 
for some p=p(k), chosen from the sequen?e 0, 1, ... , t. 
By mathematical induction one can see that for 0'=0, 1, 2, ... 
b;:.H(b,;;1 )<a> is a polynomial expression with integral coefficients in 
b,., b:n, ... , bt:>, so that 
if..H (~:Ya> is a polynomial expression in a..,., a;,., ... , a~, b .. ., b:n, ... , bt:>. 
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It follows therefore from the definition of B~~ for a=O, 1, ... , t 
bt"t~-1 B~~k+v = ({Jo{JI .. · f3Hv-1)H1 B~~k+v 
k+v-1 (a )(a) 
= L bvm b:r,+1(f3m+l ... f3k+v-1)H1 E R, 
m=O m 
hence, if the total degree of f(xw, ... , X1t, ... , Xno, ... , Xnt) is denoted by s, 
bU£>.!.1 f(Bu+v' ... , Bi~>k+v' ... , Bn.k+v' ... , B~!k+v) E R. 
For sufficiently large k and suitably chosen p=p(k) this element does 
not vanish, hence, on account of the definition of the sub-ring R 
(14) lbU£>.!.1 f(Bu+v' ... , Bi1!k+v' ... , Bn.k+v' ... , B~!k+v)l > l. 
On the other hand it follows from (6a), (9), (10), (7) and (4) for k--+ oo 
(15) ~ lf(Bu+v' ... , Bit!k+v' ... , B~·;(vl~ ... , Bl)~!:+~(llal,Hpl) = o(lbHp-11) 
~ 1,k+p lbk+pl lbk+pl . 
Comparing (14) and (15) we obtain for sufficiently large k and p=p(k) 
lb ~-(t+l)s < 0 lbk+p-11 k+p-1 lbk+pl ' 
where C stands for a positive number independent of k. This last inequality 
contradiJts (4), which proves our lemma. 
6. Lemma 7. Let the valued differential field F and its sub-ring R 
satisfy the conditions A, B, C, D and E. Moreover let F be of characteristic 
zero. 
Let A 1(T>, A 2(Tl, ... , An(TJ (-r=O, 1, ... , t) be defined as in the preceding 
lemma. Then, for -r=O, 1, ... , t, A1(Tl is transcendental over the ring 
generated from R by 
Proof. Suppose that A1<T> is algebraic over 
so that A1(TJ satisfies an equation 
Do + D1 X + ... + Dr xr = 0, 
where the coefficients 
DQ = L dQ,(h) A1A10 ... (Al(T-ll)At,T-1 (A1(T+ll)A1,T+l ... 
(h) 
... (A1 <t> )Au ... Anhno ... (An <t> )Ant (e=O, 1, ... , r) 
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do not vanish simultaneously and where de.<hl E R. We may suppose that 
the equation is of minimal degree r. It follows Dr=!=O, hence rDr=!=O and 
therefore A1<Tl cannot satisfy the equation 
Put 
and 
D1 + 2D2x + ... + rDrxr-1 = 0. 
DQ(x1o, ••• , X 1,T- 1, X1, .. + 1 , ... , X1t, X2o, ••• , X2t, .•. , Xno, ••. , Xnt) 
def ~ d h10 h1, .. _ 1 h1, .. +1 hu 11,0 11,1 
- £.., e.<hl X1o .. · x1,T-1 x1,T+1 .. • Xu .. · x,.o ... x,.t 
(h) 
j(x10, ... , X1t, X2o, ••• , X2t, ... , Xno, ... , Xnt) 
def r 
= I De(X10, ... , x1,T-1' x1,T+l> ••• , Xlt, X2o, ••• , X2t, ..• , Xno, ... , Xnt)a:1T· 
g-O 
Then j(x10, ... , X1t, x2o, ... , X2t, ... , Xno, ... , Xnt) represents a polynomial over 
R with 
and 
But this contradicts the assertion of our preceding lemma. 
Remark. A fortiori we have for 7:=0, 1, ... , t: A1<Tl is transcendental 
over the ring 
R[A1<T+ll, ... ,A1(t),A2, ... ,A2<t>, ... ,An, ... ,An<t>], 
generated from R by 
7. We now come to the proof of our Theorem 2, mentioned in section 4. 
Proof. Let k denote an arbitrary integer from the sequence 1,2, ... , n. 
Then clearly for m -+ oo 
!a-!= o(!akm!) for "= k+1, k+2, ... , n, 
!akm! = O(!bm-11), log !bm-1! = o (log ibm!). 
Therefore we can apply lemma 7 with 
instead of 
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It follows that Ak<Tl is transcendental over the ring 
R[Ak(T+ll, ... , Ak<t>, Ak+1• , .. , AL1~1• ••• ,An, ... , An<t>]. 
This is true for k=1, 2, ... , n; T=O, 1, ... , t. 
Hence, according to lemma 1, the elements 
A1, ... , A1<1>, A2, ... , A2<1>, ••• ,An, ... , An<t> 
of F are algebraically independent over R. 
8. As an application of Theorem 2 we shall now prove Theorem 1, 
already introduced in section 1. 
Proof. We take for F the field of all formal power series 
where r denotes an arbitrary integer and where the coefficients a11 are 
taken from K. We already know that F satisfies the conditions A, B, 
C, D and E if 
!AI= o for A= o, !AI = e-r if a,. -1= o, 
and if for R the ring of all polynomials in x-1 over K is taken. Moreover 
F is of characteristic zero. Put 
Then 
lb I I m-1 "'I m m-1 I R I_ m _ (m-1) -m _ m -( ... -1) pm ---- x -e Jbm-11 
m"' 1- <m-ll ( m-1) 
= e "'"' -+ oo if m -+ oo. 
Next, if v=2, 3, ... , n, 
Ja-1 = IIPm(u.) x["'..,-t]_[m..,]l = e["'..,]_[,.v,.-1] 
Ja.-t.ml IPm(uP-1) 
... ..,_1 ""( ..,_1-"p) 
< e"' -m +1 = e"' 1-m +1 -+ 0 if m -+ oo. 
It follows form-+ oo: Ja""'! = o(Ja._1.mi) (v=2, 3, ... , n). 
Further 
[ "'] m-1 
= e m - (m-1) -+ 0 if m -+ oo, 
so that !a1ml = o(ibm-11) if m -+ oo. 
Finally 
log lbm-11 
log lbml 
103 
m-1 
log e<m-t> 
m 
log em 
(m-l)m-1 
= --- ~ 0 if m ~ex:>. 
m"' 
Consequently log lbm-11 = o(log lbml) if m ~ex:>. 
The conditions of Theorem 2 are thus satisfied. It follows that the 
power series A~, ... , A1 <t>, ... , An, ... , An<t> are algebraically independent 
over R, hence also over the ring of all polynomials in x over K. 
The author is indebted to Professor PoPKEN for many valuable 
suggestions. 
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